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DX465 - DX4 3-in-1 Jacket
Collection:  DX4
Range:  All Weather Protection
Outer Carton:  6

Product information
The DX4 3-in-1 Jacket uses a dynamic stretch and highly insulating fabric
that  offers  maximum  warmth,  waterproof,  windproof  and  breathable
protection for year round. The jacket features a fully waterproof jacket and
a detachable zip insulated baffle jacket which can be worn on its own. The
ergonomic profile and raglan sleeves allow for an unrestricted range of
motion and greater freedom of movement. Its longer back length, wind
cuffs and adjustable hood provide extra protection against the elements.
DX4
Stretch  your  limits  with  Portwest's  dynamic  workwear  collection.  This
contemporary collection combines all  the technical  features required of
modern workwear,  with  many clever  innovations  to  ensure  the  wearer
achieves maximum function and style. The DX4™ collection combines high
performance  stretch  fabrics  with  robust  oxford  panels  to  provide
unparalleled ease of movement and supreme flexibility. What defines this
collection is the cutting edge designs which allow for a full crossover from
work to leisure activity.

All Weather Protection
Portwest All Weather Protection is engineered with exceptional fabrics and
designs, allowing an easy transition between work and leisure. Tested to
withstand the rigours of everyday wear, each garment has been designed
and manufactured using the best quality materials and high technology
construction techniques to ensure total satisfaction with wear after wear.

Standards
EN 343 Class 4:1 X (WP 20,000MM)

Features
3-in-1 waterproof and windproof jacket●

Extremely water resistant eco-conscious fabric finish, water beads●

away from fabric surface

Interactive inner garment●

Reflective piping for increased visibility●

Drawcord adjustable hem●

Hook and loop cuffs for a secure fit●

Chin guard for added comfort and stability●

Internal pocket for safe storage●

Side zip pockets●

7 pockets for ample storage●

Pack away hood for added functionality●
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DX465 - DX4 3-in-1 Jacket
Commodity Code: 6210200010

Test House

Wash Care
          

Carton Dimensions/Weight

Item Colour Len Wid Hgt Weight(Kg) Cubic(m3) EAN13 DUN14
DX465BKRS Black 60.0 40.0 30.0 0.9990 0.0720 5036108395590 15036108880451
DX465BKRM Black 60.0 40.0 30.0 0.9990 0.0720 5036108395583 15036108880444
DX465BKRL Black 60.0 40.0 30.0 0.9990 0.0720 5036108395576 15036108880437
DX465BKRXL Black 60.0 40.0 35.0 0.9990 0.0840 5036108395606 15036108880468
DX465BKRXXL Black 60.0 40.0 35.0 0.9990 0.0840 5036108395613 15036108880475
DX465BKRXXXL Black 60.0 40.0 35.0 0.9990 0.0840 5036108395620 15036108880482


